Ow! Bingo

Players: 3 or more, plus a caller

You need: copy of the game card for each player, pencils, list of Unit 23 Basic Words

How to play: Write one Basic Word in each square on your copy of the game card. Leave two blank spaces in each word where you hear the vowel sound. For example, write h___se for house. Use all twelve Basic Words.

1. The caller chooses and says a Spelling Word. The other players find that word on their card and finish writing it, adding the missing vowel pair ow or ou.

2. The caller calls out more words until one player has filled in the words in a row of four boxes. The row can go across, down, or on a slant.

3. The caller checks the words. If the words are spelled correctly, that player wins and becomes the next caller.

4. Players make a new game card for each new game.